
We are thrilled to announce Dr. Koppiker has been nominated for Lokmat Maharashtrian of the Year Award- 2018. The voting lines are still open, if you haven’t voted yet please go forward and put in your votes. Click on the link below for more details:
http://lmoty.lokmat.com/vote.php

WOMENS ICON ASIA : MS. LALEH BUSHERI CEO, PRASHANTI CANCER CARE MISSION.

Women Icon Summit and Gala Awards, Singapore, 19th March, 2018 for leadership and honouring accomplishment of women who have excelled in different spheres of life.
PRASHANTI HOSTED A WORKSHOP FOR MCH BREAST ONCOPLASTY STUDENTS AND DELEGATES FROM ALL OVER ASIA

The 2nd practical training workshop of the Masters in Breast Oncoplasty Program (UK) was conducted on the 23rd, 24th and 25th of March. This training program was jointly organised by University of East Anglia (UK) and Prashanti Cancer Care Mission. The training was imparted in the form of intensive surgical workshops with one on one interactions between mentors and peers. Various methods of practical training such as live mark-up models, surgical simulations on synthetic breast models, virtual video sessions and case-based discussion were employed for relevant learning. Eminent faculty from UK, Dr. Sameul Leinster, Dr. Zenon Rayter, Dr. Andrew Baildam and Dr. Jerome Pereira conducted the sessions along with renowned faculty from all across India. This will serve as a platform to network with key opinion leaders and like-minded peers from across the world. The current cohort have students enrolled from India, Sri Lanka and Indonesia have started the 2nd Module of the Mch Breast Oncoplasty.
INTERNATIONAL LECTURES AND TRAINING FOR BREAST CANCER ONCOPLASTIC SURGERY: DR. KOPPIKER

1) LECTURE AND TRAINING AT DANA FABER – HAWARD AND WASHINGTON DC:

Informal meet and interaction with plastic surgeon and breast surgeons from Dana Faber a part of Howard medical school in Boston. Breast Cancer 3 Conference in Washington DC, Poster presentation on reconstructive techniques in Breast surgery adopted and innovated by us.

2) CONFERENCE IN DELHI

Dr. Koppiker was a guest speaker as well as conducted a training session for surgeons and radiologists. He also operated on 3 patients during the demo
3) **CME AT AHMEDABAD**

Dr. Koppiker was invited as a guest speaker at Ahmedabad on Breast Reconstructive surgeries.

---

**5050 WOMEN SCREENED! CLINICAL BREAST EXAMINATION CAMPS IN THE CITY**

In the month of March camps of ongoing Clinical Breast Examination project and awareness talk at USK Foundation(Upper Indira Nagar), Desai Brothers (Dhole Patil Road), D.Y.Patil, Pimpri, B.U.Bhandari, Infosys(Hinjewadi), Thermax (Shivajinagar / Chinchwad). A total of 845 women were screened this month.

Till date 5050 women were screened through this project in the city.
As last month was celebrated as international women’s day we were invited to many places around the city for awareness talks. We were glad to spread the word and create awareness for Women Cancer across the city.
IN THE MONTH OF MARCH WE WERE GLAD TO ASSIST PATIENTS WITH FREE AND MAJOR CONCESSIONS IN CHEMOTHERAPY AT OUR DAYCARE ALONG WITH SURGERIES AND RADIATION

CHOSEN TESTIMONIALS OF THE MONTH

Name: Mrs. Palak Nora
Diagnosis: Breast Cancer (Stage- II)

I Mrs. Palak Nora, was diagnosed of breast cancer and completed my treatment in Thane. After my treatment I was advised to take an injection for 5 years which is important at the same time very expensive. I visited Dr. Koppiker for 2nd opinion, he advised the same but with a helping hand, he told me, I could avail the medication free of cost through Prashanti Cancer Care Mission. Now I can take the injection without any mental or financial stress all thanks to Dr. Koppiker and Laleh Maam. A very special thanks to the whole team of Prashanti Cancer Care Mission for their warmth. Once again I would like to thank Dr. Koppiker and Laleh Maam for helping me.

Name: Mrs. Rehana Hajuri
Diagnosis: Bilateral Breast Cancer Stage III

I am Mrs. Hajuri Rehana, 49 year old housewife and was diagnosed with first stage bilateral breast cancer. I thank Laleh maam for helping me financially, I received my chemo cycles free of cost at Orchids Breast Health Clinic (Day Care). Everyone in the clinic were supportive, kind and caring, I would specially like to thank Dr. Koppiker for his advice, care and concern. I would once again like to thank Laleh Maam, Dr. Koppiker and their staff.

We would like to THANK our Donors & Supporters

Warm Regards,
Ms. Laleh Busheri
CEO
Prashanti Cancer Care mission